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Lenten Paradox  
by Parson John 

Oak Leaves 

 The Lenten journey, like the Christian journey itself, is full of paradox. Jesus tells us para-
doxes like, in order to find life, we must lose it, that the first will be last and the last will be 
first, that those who humble themselves will be exalted and those who exalt themselves will 
be humbled. Our rational minds have a hard time with paradox, and, therefore, our Lenten 
practices inevitably get misunderstood. We see Lent as a time of denial. But it is not denial 
for denial’s sake. It is denial of the superficial in search of something much greater. Jesus’ 
call for us to take up our cross sounds so dismal to our age which believes that we are only 
fully alive when we are going for the gusto. But the Christian affirmation is that the cross is 
the only true path to the life we seek. How can this be? 
  The cross only makes sense when we acknowledge that we humans live in the intersec-
tion between the material and spiritual dimensions of the cosmos of which we are a part. 
The spiritual dimension is subtle and intense, inward as well as external, invisible as well as 
visible. It is the depth and the source of this familiar material dimension in which we live out 
our lives. If we believe that this dimension of materiality is all there is, then the cross makes 
no sense. The going for the gusto culture is based on the assumption that what you see is 
what you get. It leads to a fixation on experiences, things, possessions which, we assume, 
will give us fulfillment and joy. 
 But a careful examination of our lives begins to reveal the fallacy of these assumptions. 
There is something in the human soul which refuses to be satisfied with anything or anyone 
for more than a short time. Filled with freedoms, why do we feel like we are not free? Filled 
with material and relational blessings, why do we feel that something is amiss? What is 
amiss, our tradition affirms, is the freedom which is found only as we give ourselves to God, 
the blessings which come only as we stop grasping and begin to let go. It comes to paradox 
again. 
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 There is a spiritual dimension to the cosmos and until we learn to search for it and to 
nurture our capacity to connect with it, we will always feel less than completely at home. 
The call is not to ignore the material dimension of our lives or stop caring about them, but to 
discipline our attachment to this dimension so that the spiritual can begin to seep through 
and into our awareness. As we begin to have our hearts drawn to this spiritual dimension, 
we start to learn its norms and operations, which are different from the more familiar norms 
and operations of the material order. It doesn’t make sense to our minds, but our spirits 
somehow know that by letting go of self, we begin to experience more of God. The cross is 
not a symbol of denial as much as it is a symbol of the paradoxical path which leads us to the 
fulness and wholeness that our souls long for. The Lenten journey is not about a turning 
away from life, but an experience of Life in all of its fullness. Self-preoccupation and self-
centeredness get in the way of what we truly seek and need. 
 As the psalmist says, “Taste and see that the Lord is good.” That’s what Lent is about: an 
invitation to taste this path of paradox to see if it delivers the goods. See you in church!     

Worshipping Together in March 

Continued on next page... 

Note: Both online (Zoom) and limited in-person worship options are available at this time.  

Sunday, March 7th, 2021 @ 9:45 AM 
Sermon: "Where God Dwells" by Rev. John W. Monroe III 
Scripture: 1 Corinthians 1:18-25 and John 2:13-22 
For Jesus, both the temple and his body were places where God dwells. They are sacred. If 
they are to serve their sacred purpose, they must not get cluttered or distracted. If the exte-
rior temple must keep its focus pure, so must the interior temple. This is the wisdom of 
which Paul wrote, which is foolishness to many. 

Sunday, March 14th, 2021 @ 9:45 AM 
Sermon: "The Big Picture" by Rev. John W. Monroe III 
Scripture: Ephesians 2:1-10 and John 3:14-21 
The reason the gospel does not make sense is that we do not stretch beyond our own expe-
rience and perspective, which we take as gospel or normative. Jesus and Paul saw our small 
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perspective as spiritual darkness. The Christian experience is to awaken us to spiritual di-
mensions which are present, but to which we are blind. 

Sunday, March 21st, 2021 @ 9:45 AM 
Sermon: "The Cost of Transformation" by Rev. John W. Monroe III 
Scripture: Jeremiah 31:31-34 and John 12:20-33 
The cost of transformation is immense, like a grain that must die, or a heart that must un-
dergo surgery, or a life that must be given love. What is produced in these gestures of sur-
render and trust is of eternal worth. 

Palm/Passion Sunday, March 28th, 2021 @ 9:45 AM 
Sermon: "Exalted Humility" by Rev. John W. Monroe III 
Scripture: John 12:2-16 and Philippians 2:5-11 
The paradox of Palm/Passion Sunday is how humility and surrender in Christ become glorifi-
cation and victory. We miss Christ’s glorification and victory by failing to see and take the 
pathway toward them. 

For updates & more services, visit rumsonpresbyterian.org/upcoming-services 

Church School 

Hello all,  

Hard to believe that we’re approaching a year since the pandemic began. What a wild year 
it’s been. In an effort to establish some normalcy and offer you a service that we miss 
providing- we will have church school in person in Wilson Hall on March 7th. I sent an email 
to the families to gauge interest. If you haven’t responded yet, please do. This will help me 
and John decide how many Sundays a month to offer church school depending on your in-
terest and comfort level. There is no pressure either way. We understand and want to do 
why is best for your families. Hope all is well. Thank you! 

Marie, Church School Director  



 

Music Program 

Dear friends, 

As we approach Easter, I am looking to program music that can be showcased during our 
services.  I will be reaching out to the youth to record one piece of music for Palm Sunday. I 
will also reach out to the choir to record some pieces for Maundy Thursday and Easter Sun-
day. If you would like to be involved, please reach out to me. We'd love to have you join! Re-
cordings will be done in Wilson Hall, following social distancing protocols.   

Wishing you all a beautiful start to spring. 

Warm regards, 
Andreea Fegan, Music Director  

Mission News 

The Mission Commission team met this month to share ideas on new mission partners, ex-
plore how best to set a cadence for giving throughout the year and respond to incoming no-
tifications of special needs.  One such alert came in from Love thy Neighbor who is helping 
individuals and families living in the Pan American Motel in Eatontown to improve their situ-
ations, either through direct aid or referrals.  We approved a donation that will be matched 
as part of a special matching gift campaign, amplifying the benefits to those in need.  Mem-
bers brought forward new ideas for donation consideration including Mary’s Place by the 
Sea, Blessing Bag Brigade, Interfaith Neighbors and Family Resource Associates.  We wel-
come ideas and engagement with whatever time you can spare to join this discussion on the 
fourth Monday of each month, 7:30pm.  

Anita Waters, Mission Chair  



 Adult Nurture 

Wisdom Wednesdays: In our Wednesday Wisdom gatherings, we are look-
ing at Cynthia Bourgeault’s latest book, Eye of the Heart: A Spiritual Jour-
ney into the Imaginal Realm. Following in the lineage of the Christian con-
templative tradition, Cynthia provides meaningful maps for those who feel 
drawn to explore how spiritual realms show up in human terrain.  She 
demonstrates that the spiritual life does not have to be lost in subjectivity 
and self-deception.  There are reliable markers to help sincere seekers of 
spiritual truth.  You are welcome to join us (via Zoom) Wednesday eve-
nings at 7:00 PM. 

Church News 

Racial Equity : Exploring White Privilege and Anti-Racism  

This month our group is watching PBS 2-part film se-
ries The Black Church: This Is Our Story, This Is Our 
Song. Please watch the series and come ready to dis-
cuss it at our meeting on March 15 at 7pm via zoom. 
It is available here or On Demand. Please let the 
Church office know if you want to be added to the 
email list (admin@rumsonpresbyterianchurch.org).  



 
Per Capita Update for 2021 

The Per Capita envelope found just before your first Sunday in February Stewardship Enve-
lope is used in a special way. Each year every member of the Presbyterian Church (USA) is 
assessed a certain amount that is paid by the local congregation to the National Church. In 
turn, that money is divided among the General Assembly, the Synod of the Northeast and 
our local Presbytery of Central New Jersey according to a set formula. Per Capita money is 
used by those governing bodies to pay for administrative costs such as salaries of staff per-
sons, office expenses, program materials, etc. In 2021, the Per Capita amount for the Rum-
son Presbyterian Church remains $40.00 per person. By using this special envelope and in-
cluding an amount equal to three and a half weeks of your regular pledge, we can avoid us-
ing scarce operating dollars. We thank you in advance for your support.  

Giving 

Rumson Presbyterian Church is excited to partner with the Presbyterian Foundation and 
Vanco Payment Solutions to bring you our GivePlus Online Giving page (https://
rumsonpresbyterian.org/giving/).   

We are also listed in the GivePlus Mobile App, which can be downloaded to your 
smartphone, making Online Giving even easier. This YouTube video explains how to get and 
use the App. In addition, here are links to two more documents about the service and the 
App: “Vanco GivePlus Church FAQs for Donors” and “Vanco GivePlus Church How it Works”. 

Note: 2% of your GivePlus donation will be retained as an administrative fee by the Presby-
terian Foundation. 



 Protocols for Reopening at Rumson Presbyterian Church  

As our church leadership discerns how and when to allow in-person gatherings, we affirm 
our commitment to every person’s safety and to the service and wellbeing of the communi-
ty of which we are a part.  We acknowledge that we are part of a church and community in 
which different needs and perspectives exist side-by-side.  Just as we believe that Christ sees 
and values all, so we affirm our conviction that, as Christ’s body, we are called to see and 
value all in this challenging time of global pandemic.  Our commitment as Presbyterians is to 
seek the mind of Christ in all that we do and in creating and administering these protocols 
for in-person gatherings on church property. 

Virtual worship will continue to be offered for the foreseeable future. 

Protocols 

1. We will not allow more than 30 people in the sanctuary for worship. 

2. The date of our first in-person worship service of the new year will be February 28, 2021 
at 9:45 AM. 

3. All participants will be required to wear masks and abide by social distancing recommen-
dations, at least six feet apart, with the exception of immediate family. 

4. There will be no congregational singing.  All hymnals, Bibles, cards, pencils and cushions 
will be removed from the sanctuary.  Music may be provided by our Music Director and/
or designated soloist, who will be at a safe distance from worshippers.   

5. At least two trained ushers will be required for any in-person worship.  Doors to the 
buildings will be locked until ushers are in place.  Worshippers will be allowed to enter 
through one of two doors into the foyer from the parking lot or the door facing River 
Road.  Worshippers will exit through the door leading to the porte cochere.  One usher 
will be in the foyer, the other at the door leading to the porte cochere.  Ushers will assist 
people in finding seating in places that are marked for seating.  There will be no bulletins. 

6. Offering plates will be set at the two entrance doors and the one exit door. They will not 
be passed around in worship. 

Continued on next page... 



 

7. On Communion Sundays, there will be no sharing of elements.  Worshippers will either 
bring their own elements or partake symbolically. 

8. There will be no fellowship gathering and no coffee hour after worship.  If weather al-
lows, worshippers may speak with each other outdoors after worship, observing social 
distancing and the wearing of masks. 

9. Physical greetings such as handshakes and hugs will not be allowed. 

10. Thorough cleaning protocols will take place before and after every worship service. 

11. The Sunday worship service will continue to focus on those participating by virtual mode. 

12. Signed waivers will not be required for members or for Sunday worship. 

13. Names of all worshippers will be recorded. 

14. Downstairs bathrooms will be open and use encouraged only as necessary. 

...Continued from previous page 

Easter Lily Order Form 

Below is a form for those who wish to provide Easter Lilies as part of 

our Easter Sunday celebration. Please fill out the form and return it to 

the Church Office. Also, please send a check payable to the “Rumson 

Presbyterian Church”. Those wishing to have a plant placed in our wor-

ship services and then to have it shared with someone who is home-

bound or hospitalized, should place a check in the appropriate box. 



 

Community News 

Early Risers 

If you want to stop drinking call: 1-908-687-8566 
or (toll free from NJ area codes): 1-800-245-1377 

24 hours a day / 7 days a week. 

For a list of local A.A. meetings, visit www.nnjaa.org/# 
For information about A.A. visit www.nnjaa.org 

Continued on next page... 

A Meditation (from Richard Rohr) 

Wisdom : Learning the Wisdom of Jesus    

by Richard Rohr, OFM 
February 22, 2021 

Although we cannot be a part of Jesus’ original “seminary of life” as the disciples were, con-
templative theologian Beatrice Bruteau (1930-2014) proposes that we can learn the wisdom 

https://cac.org/richard-rohr/richard-rohr-ofm/
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of Jesus by drawing closer to him, eventually coming to live out of the same consciousness he 
shared with God. She writes: 

[Jesus as teacher] wants us to experience his freedom. . . . He wants us to enjoy his self-
realization, his union with the Source of Being, whom he calls Father. It’s his own interior ex-
perience that he wants to share. 

This means that the rest of us are to have this kind of experience. Whatever is reported of 
Jesus, therefore, is to be replicated in us. Just go through the Gospels and find out what he is 
like. It’s a revelation of what is in store for you, what is expected of you, what is promised to 
you, and what you in your profoundest reality always already are. What he experiences in 
his consciousness, we are to experience in ours. We are to enter into his very heart, the cen-
ter of his being. . . . 

Entering into the heart of Jesus means also entering into our own heart, the center of our 
being, the core of our existence. . . . 

Jesus, as disciple-maker, calls himself the Way, hodos, a road [John 14:6]. The road is some-
thing you can walk on; it gets you from here to there. Jesus is such a path. The passing from 
depth to depth on the way into his heart corresponds to a passing from depth to depth in 
our own heart, where “heart” means the core of our existence, not just the seat of the affec-
tions. We can walk on this road which is Jesus first by petitioning him, then by studying him, 
later by imitating him, and by dialoguing with him. But after we have practiced these disci-
plines for some time, if we are to enter his heart, we must get into his own consciousness. 

In order to share Jesus’ consciousness, Bruteau suggests that we take the Beloved Disciple 
who “reclined on the breast of Jesus” at the Last Supper [John 13:23] as our model. 

In order to move closer to the heart of Jesus, we “lean back toward” him by sinking back in-
to the depth of our own consciousness, sinking down toward the center of our being. . . . 

Each deeper level that we sink to . . . brings us closer to the heart or center of Jesus, because 
it is bringing us closer to our own center. . . . As we move back and down and in toward our 
[own] center, we are overlapping, so to speak, with the reality of Jesus more and more, as 
we come to corresponding levels of his being. . . . We are coming to know the Sacred Heart 
from the inside. . . . And our “inside” is coming to be more and more coincident with his 
“inside.” His Heart is becoming the heart of our heart. 

 

Beatrice Bruteau, Radical Optimism: Rooting Ourselves in Reality (Crossroad Publishing: 
1993), 91–92, 94, 98.   



 

Caring for God’s Earth 
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Inspiration and Comfort (Feb 4) 

This Sunday, February 7, will be Communion Sunday. We will Commune virtually with Christ 
and as Christ’s body as we partake from the elements which each of us provide. The Scrip-
ture are Isaiah 40:21-31 and Mark 1:29-39. I am calling the sermon, “Action and Contempla-
tion.” After the sermon, Andreea will lead us in singing “Love is the Answer” which most of 
us remember from the version made popular by England Dan and John Ford Coley. 

Steve Buchanan and I have been reflecting about how we will do worship when a greater 
number of us feel comfortable returning again to physical worship. None of us can say for 
sure when that might be, but perhaps this fall we will be ready. We did allow for in-person 
worship in the fall of 2020, and it was clear that most of us were not yet ready to return. 
What will worship and church life be like when the majority of us are ready to return? 

In the weeks ahead, Session, Andreea, Steve, and others will talk about this. It’s hard to 
know if some of us will decide that the virtual option will still be our preference, even as 
others return to in-person. Will we simply recreate what we have done in the past, or will 
we feel called to adjust to a reality which has been forever altered? I am not asking for in-
stant answers, but for a time of discernment. 

I asked many months ago, as we were just beginning our journey into quarantining, what 
were the gifts and the losses of our experience. As the months have passed and we have 
been virtual for nearly a year, what has changed in us? What do we see more clearly? What 
have we learned about our faith, our relationship with God and others, and our priorities? 
As we witness the upheavals in our country and our world, what is the call of the church in 
response? I keep asking the questions, what is mine to do, what is ours to do? 

These past months have deepened my sense of call to the practice of contemplative Christi-
anity, both for myself and for the church. In periods of social crisis, our contemplative wis-
dom has tended to rise up and to offer a path of hope and renewal. When events seem out 
of our control and when cultural norms seem to be falling apart, it makes sense that many 
are drawn to a deeper and more consistent connection with Source. When events over-
whelm us, is there a way that we can find an inner connection with God which enables us to 
feel held and hopeful? Through all of our ups and downs, our contemplative tradition has 
made a profound difference for me and shifted how I think about my life and purpose. I have 
become more comfortable with not knowing and more confident that God is alive and active 
in and among us.  

In times of relative stability and cultural consensus, it is easier for us to live on the surface, 

Pastor John’s Weekly E-Mail “Blasts” for 
February 
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Finding Our Soul (Feb 11) 

This Sunday, February 14, is Valentine’s Day and the celebration of the Transfiguration of the 
Lord.  There is nothing wrong with the romantic notions of Valentine’s Day, popularized in 
our culture, but, of course, its origins are of honoring a martyr, someone who gave his life 
for the sake of love.  The Transfiguration gives physical expression to the internal splendor of 
one who gave himself totally to a life of sacrificial love.  How much our world is in need of 
such manifestations of love.  The Scripture for Sunday are 2 Corinthians 4:3-6 and Mark 9:2-
9.  The sermon is called, “When the Veil Drops” and the “hymn” will be “Here Comes the 
Sun.” 

As of this writing, Thursday morning, I am not intending to change the sermon and address 
directly this week’s impeachment trial.  I have stepped up my spiritual practice in the past 
couple of weeks in the intention of finding a non-reactive self from which to respond to our 
collective crisis.  Even as I watched the powerful presentation by the House managers on 

to be held by the norms and institutions which we have inherited. For a long time, we have 
taken our lives and our structures for granted. We no longer live in such a time. How do we 
respond? How do we connect with Source, from which all life and all transformations come? 

I see a future in which the spiritual energy and creativity of previous eras irrupts again into 
our culture. But the irruption will not retreat from the hard-earned gains of the rational into 
some irrational past, as many in our midst are doing. Rather our spiritual rebirth will come 
to see the blessings and the limitations of the rational and awaken the great spiritual ener-
gies and intelligences which are available to us, when all structures of human consciousness 
become transparent to us and function in harmony.  

Our biblical heritage is filled with examples of people making their way through times of 
profound transformation: the Exodus from slavery in Egypt, the forty years in the wilderness, 
the move from a tribal confederacy to a monarchy, the collapse of the monarchy and the na-
tion, fifty years of exile, return from exile, expectation of a Messiah, the rejection and execu-
tion of the Messiah, the birth of a new religion which included Jews and Gentiles. Always 
there was the affirmation that God was in the chaos and the new reality being birthed. Isai-
ah speaks for every period of transformation, saying, “Do not remember the former things, 
or consider the things of old. I am about to do a new thing; now it springs forth, do you not 
perceive it?” 

As our spiritual ancestors were asked to envision and to birth the new, so are we. It is a diffi-
cult and frightening time, but also a time pregnant with blessings and energy. The way into 
the new is always an invitation into deeper connection with Source, from which the seeds of 
the new inevitably spring, in and through us. Blessings!  
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Wednesday and the awful footage of violence suffered by police and trauma of potential vic-
tims in Congress, I kept striving for a deeper presence in which to take it in.  I experienced 
tears, felt sadness and rage, and also something bigger than me in which to hold what I was 
seeing. 

And yet, it is becoming clear, that reactions of Senators are falling along party lines, for the 
most part.  Some called the presentation a waste of time.  I find such a response absurd at 
best.  As horrible as the events of January 6 were, they easily could have been much worse, 
and video presentations demonstrated that the lives of many of our leaders were in grave 
jeopardy.  Why is even this something that is politicized?  Why are we dragged into an ideo-
logical battle in which faults of the left somehow serve to justify violence and insurrection? 

Several years ago, Rosanne and I visited my brother.  Joe and I have different political lean-
ings.  At dinner we got into it a bit and decided to end this line of conversation.  The evening 
continued and we were enjoying our visit.  He began to talk about friends of he and his 
wife.  They would take turns eating in each other’s homes on Christmas Eve.  Their friends 
were getting a divorce.  It turns out that the husband was living a double life.  My brother 
detailed some of his crazy making behavior, how he engaged in obvious lies and absurdities 
that created such horrible pain for his wife and children.  My brother was shocked and dis-
turbed and needed to process his own disillusionment.  Rosanne, bold and perhaps a bit 
reckless, said something like, “Sounds like our president.”  I cringed, fearing that this would 
reopen wounds between me and my brother.  There was a moment of silence.  What would 
happen next?  Something in me spoke.  I said, “Joe, my problem with the president has 
nothing to do with ideology.  I fear that he is not well, that he is like your friend.  And where-
as your friend can create suffering for a few, the president has the ability to create suffering 
for millions.”  My brother was silent for a moment, and said, “I hope you are wrong.”  And I 
responded, “So do I.” 

One of my most trusted spiritual teachers observed in a social media post this morning that 
what is going on with Republican leadership is a version of what psychologists call traumatic 
bonding, a.k.a., “The Patty Hearst Syndrome,” where the abused become pathologically 
glued to their abusers.  The first step to healing is to separate the perpetrator from the vic-
tim.  Conviction and removing the ability to hold office again would be a first healing step for 
our nation.  Will we get there? 

My spiritual teacher has been challenging those of us on the left, for months, to lose our 
habit of dualistic thinking and judgment and to find a path of engagement of friends and 
neighbors who differ, with love and respect.  She is clear, and I agree, that we must disen-
gage ourselves from this former president who clearly instigated the only coup attempt in 
our country’s history.  Yes, the Civil War was a long and bloody insurrection, but January 6 
was prompted by the president and the insurrectionists were acting on his orders. 
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Seeing Through (Feb 17) 

Today is Ash Wednesday, February 17, the beginning of Lent. We will have a brief virtual ser-
vice tonight at 7:30. This Sunday, February 21, the Scripture readings are Genesis 9:8-17 and 
Mark 1:9-15. The sermon is called, “Animal Guides” and I will explore the role of animals in 
the spiritual life. Andreea will sing “Blackbird” by the Beatles for the hymn. 

Session met last night and decided to open the sanctuary for limited in-person worship be-
ginning on February 28. Remember, our protocols are for limited numbers and masks and 
social distancing. We also spent some time beginning to envision how we might move for-
ward when the majority of you feel comfortable coming back, perhaps this fall. We are inter-
ested in hearing from you and in the months ahead will try to give you forums for feedback. 
We imagine keeping some kind of virtual option and will say more about what that will be 
when we have more clarity ourselves. 

Clarity is one thing that seems in short supply these days. So much is uncertain and so much 
is in flux. It is natural for us to resist uncertainty and to seek for answers and certainty. Is this 
why there is so much communication which is one-sided, without nuance, and emotionally 
charged? Are we avoiding the discomfort which comes with not knowing, with not being in 
control, and seeking answers which are less than adequate to our reality? Have we simply 
reached the threshold of our ability to hold discomfort and are settling for the comfort 
offered by those who seem sure? 

For many of us the church was once a place that offered certainty and we long for it to do 
the same today. But is certainty really what Jesus offered and taught? What he continually 
held up was faith. Faith means being willing to move into the unknown, out from our com-
fortable habits, and into a place of trust, into the place of not knowing how things will turn 
out. Abram and Sarai left their lives and lived by faith. Moses confronted Pharaoh, not know-
ing how this would go. He followed God in the wilderness of unknowing for forty long years 
and never arrived in the Promised Land. Prophets spoke to kings and reluctant people in 
faith, knowing the risks that they took in doing so. Jesus risked his life and called his follow-
ers to risk the same by taking up a cross and following him. 

Unwittingly, perhaps, we thought that we would be kind by eliminating the risk and uncer-
tainty and making faith into a list of propositions to be believed and certainties to be held 

I am not sure when we will get to some place of common agreement or separation from an 
abusive leader.  Let us all pray for that day.  And when we do, let us on the left pledge to lis-
ten to the real sources of the pain, and renounce rhetoric which alienates and throw all of 
our being into healing.  Hoping in a Wisdom and Love greater than we can conceive.    
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and defended. What our biblical tradition understands, however, is that growth towards God 
can only take place in the uncertainty and unknowing which is the life of faith. 

This Lent, perhaps the call for us is to practice being more at home in our individual and col-
lective anxieties, to acknowledge how we are feeling, and to open ourselves to what God is 
doing in us and among us in the midst of it all. Instead of moving into defended certainties, 
can we practice being open, curious, and uncertain? Can we let go of our familiar clarity and 
be led to a new experience of God as we go beyond what we now know and now can see? 

Somehow, I think that this may be where God is calling us to go, into the unknown and the 
uncertain. Maybe it is only in this uncomfortable place that we will turn to God and discover 
what God can give only as we let go. We have grown so used to the ways we see our lives 
and the world. Perhaps faith is the practice of trying to see through what we think we see 
and know, and beginning to see what we never have before. Jesus said that the kingdom of 
God is near, is in and among us. Can we see this? Maybe uncertainty is the path we must 
travel to be able to. Blessings all!   

Lenten Wilderness Continued (Feb 24) 

This Sunday, February 28, we will again allow limited in-person attendance. If you choose to 
come, remember that masks are required and social distancing. An usher will help you find a 
seat. Our worship will continue on Zoom and can be accessed as always on our website. The 
Scripture this week are Genesis 17:1-7, 15-16 and Mark 8:31-38. The sermon is “More Than 
We Dreamed.” Andreea will lead us in the “hymn” which will be “Higher Love” by Steve Win-
wood. 

Last Sunday, I reflected on the power of wild animals to open us to dimensions which are 
numinous and life-giving. As we read in Mark’s Gospel, Jesus’ forty days in the wilderness 
was a time of intense spiritual exploration, and a part of his spiritual deepening included be-
ing with the wild beasts. I mentioned that the Franciscan tradition within Christianity is the 
one stream which takes the spiritual power of nature most seriously. Almost everyone I talk 
with speaks about how they experience God or something awesome and holy in nature. 

Theologians in the Franciscan tradition, like Bonaventure, see nature as a beginning place for 
acquiring knowledge of God. I agree with Franciscan theologians that we can come to know 
something of God through our experience of the natural world. Last Sunday, I shared some 
of my numinous experiences with creatures like owls, hawks, bats, hummingbirds, and deer. 
I also have similar experiences looking at trees, walking through the snow, watching the sky 
during the day or at night.  

I think what happens to us in our experiences of nature is an immediate and undeniable 
knowing that we are part of something so ancient and big and wise, that we are taken out, 

Continued on next page... 



 

momentarily, from our obsessive mental chatter and self-referential thinking. We experience 
a taste of the Great Chain of Being of which we are a part, and this knowing of the Whole 
from which we come and in which we are held, expands our inner field of perception. We 
are no longer imprisoned by immediate and self-concerns. We perceive the greater reality 
which is always before us, but which we fail to be present to. Our souls get smaller and 
smaller when all we think about is self. We regularly need to fill our minds and souls with a 
taste of God, and nature is an accessible way for us to do this. 

But Franciscan theologians did not stop with nature in their desire to increase their 
knowledge of God. Worship, Scripture and daily spiritual practice lead us to an increased ca-
pacity for spiritual perception—an inner knowing of a Presence too great for words or hu-
man understanding. The Franciscans and other Christian schools point to the practice of 
letting go of inner mental chatter as an essential way of coming to a daily experience of God. 
God fills us and fills each moment, and we can begin to taste this when we practice some 
kind of meditative letting go. In my experience, I find the same kind of inner expansion both 
in nature and in contemplative practice and in holy reading of sacred texts. As we relax our 
hearts and minds and pay attention at the same time, God shows up in our awareness, and 
life takes on a new texture and a new reference. Our small selves and concerns recede and 
something much more beautiful and expansive takes hold. This is what the Lenten journey is 
trying to lead us towards. May your practice and deepening of awareness prepare you for a 
transforming experience of God. Blessings!   

...Continued from previous page 
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~Please check our website at www.rumsonpresbyterian.org for calendar updates~ 

*WATERSPIRIT sponsored event. All are welcome. 

www.rumsonprebyterian.org 

APRIL 2021 
Apr 1 Thu Maundy Thursday 
Apr 2 Fri Good Friday 
Apr 4 Sun Easter 
Apr 7 Wed Wisdom Group 7:00pm 
Apr 14 Wed Wisdom Group 7:00pm 
Apr 19 Mon Racial Equity Group 7:00pm 
Apr 20 Tue Session 
Apr 21 Wed Wisdom Group 7:00pm 
Apr 22 Thu Earth Day 
Apr 26 Mon Mission Committee 7:30pm 
Apr 28 Wed Wisdom Group 7:00pm 
 

MARCH 2021 
Mar 3 Wed Wisdom Group 7:00pm 
Mar 5 Fri World Day of Prayer 
Mar 10 Wed Wisdom Group 7:00pm 
Mar 14 Sun Daylight-Savings Time begins 
Mar 15 Mon Racial Equity Group 7:00pm 
Mar 16 Tue Session 
Mar 17 Wed St. Patrick’s Day 
Mar 17 Wed Wisdom Group 7:00pm 
Mar 20 Sat First Day of Spring 
Mar 22 Mon Mission Committee 7:30pm 
Mar 24 Wed Wisdom Group 7:00pm 
Mar 28 Sun Palm Sunday 
Mar 31 Wed Wisdom Group 7:00pm 

http://www.rumsonpresbyterian.org
https://www.facebook.com/First-Presbyterian-Church-of-Rumson-388520077828894/

